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A framework for discussion

• Why are we here?
• The Confusion and Difficulty with

Credentialing

• The Evolving Difficulties in
Verification

• The Evolving Difficulties in
Comparability

• Where are we going?
• Addressing Clarity

• Addressing Verification

• Addressing Fraud and Abuse

• Addressing Governance, Control,
Process, Ownership, Sustainability

• Initiatives and Pilots
• Globally

• Nationally



Credential Confusion



Credential Fraud and Abuse



Credential Verification

Only 50% verify educational credentials!

85% of HR Managers surveyed say candidates
misrepresent educational credentials!



Do we own our data?

• What are Records?
Descriptive data and
transactional

• Who authors the data
and assigns the
attributes?

• What is recorded?
Attendance,
Competency,
Measures, Likes,
Comments,
Outcomes

• Who records the
data? Self, Third
Party, Employer,
Institution

• Who curates and/or
tenders data? Issuer,
Self, Third Party



Six Principals of Credential Verification

• Credential context, comparability and meaning
– “the what - achievements vary”

• Degree of separation from the authoritative source
– “the how - clean hands don’t touch”

• Level of familiarity with the source
– “the where and when”

• Ease of verification
– “getting it right is most important”

• Anything of value, also has a cost
– “supply and demand driven”

• Do we know and trust the gatekeeper?
– “the value in truth, knowledge, opinion and assessment”



Exploring Emerging Technologies



Exploring Initiatives in Academic Credentialing



Questions
• Online Education/Career/Job Sites with Portfolios or Profiles improve the

ability to filter and narrow a pool of candidates. Do you envision the
market will accept one type or profile form as standard?

• Aren’t Word Doc Resumes, in their various forms, still the primary vehicle
requested by prospective employers during screening and interviews?

• How will defining learning outcomes and competencies bring clarity to the
market?

• Trust in data comes from the authoritative source. If I desire to validate
someone worked for IBM and a specific manager, would you call a third
party or IBM?

• Technology has vulnerabilities. Nothing public, can be totally secure. Can
digital credentials eliminate fraud or duplication or stop people and
organizations from over claiming?


